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Discussion Notes 
• Committee input into preparing comments for Gabriel Lugo’s presentation on BOG/GA Common Core 

Initiative 
o Overview: General Assembly is proposing a 30 hour core curriculum developed by the 

community college system   
o What does a 30 hour core satisfy?  Is it an admissions standard? Will it satisfy all lower-level 

requirements?  Will it ensure students’ success after transfer? The Liberal Arts Core is 28 
hours, but SACS says it has to be at least 30, what about that? 

o The way our US components are configured avoid stumbling blocks for students who might 
want to change majors 

o There are limited options for diverse perspectives in the Common Core 
o Has the CAA Joint steering committee looked at relevant research to use in preparing some 

talking points? 
o UNCW has done a lot to localize the University Studies program (some of the Clusters, EBC 

experiences).  Other unique or singular things that the US curriculum exposes students to 
that they can only do here? 
 We have some keystone departments with well-known faculty: Film Studies, Creative 

Writing, Marine Biology 
o In evaluating the core, we’d like to see a high level of representation from 4 year schools as 

well as the community colleges; 4 years schools are in a good position to evaluate the core 
o Is a student that has completed the Common Core going to think that they don’t have to take 

any more Basic Studies courses? 
o Would there be instances of transfer students being able to declare a major earlier than 

native UNCW students? 
o The question is how can each 4-year university flesh out the 30 hour Common Core? 
o We would need to figure out what they students’ second year would look like. 

 
 
NOTE: The document created after this discussion is included, below: 
 
 
Questions Posed by Lisa Chapman's Memo: 

• Is the 30 credit hours represent sufficient basis for decision-making? It depends: is the purpose of 
this 30-hr core to provide admissions with a sense of a student's abilities? Or, is the core meant to 
satisfy the 4 yr institution's gen ed reqs?  

• Are the several pathways and courses appropriate? Please see Ken's second point. Also, the 
separate pathways create significant issues for students who may change their majors/intellectual 
interests upon enrollment in the 4 yr institution. Further, these separate pathways run afoul of 
SACS's mandate that all students receive the same educational experience. 

 
 



Talking Points: 
General Comments: 

• UNCW's faculty is interested in seeing a high level of engagement by 4 yr institutions in the 
CAA revision. 

• UNCW's faculty values the ability to tailor the University's general education curriculum to our 
mission, our region, and our unique academic strengths. 

• UNCW's faculty supports a goal-oriented curriculum that builds competencies through wide-
ranging gen ed course offerings alongside students' major courses of study.  

SACS: 
• UNCW's Univ Studies aligns with guidelines for Ged Ed: In each undergraduate degree 

program, the institution requires the successful completion of a general education 
component at the collegiate level that (1) is a substantial component of each undergraduate 
degree, (2) ensures breadth of knowledge, and (3) is based on a coherent rationale. For 
degree completion in associate programs, the component constitutes a minimum of 15 
semester hours or the equivalent; for baccalaureate programs, a minimum of 30 semester 
hours or the equivalent. These credit hours are to be drawn from and include at least one 
course from each of the following areas: humanities/fine arts, social/behavioral sciences, 
and natural science/mathematics. The courses do not narrowly focus on those skills, 
techniques, and procedures specific to a particular occupation or profession. If an 
institution uses a unit other than semester credit hours, it provides an explanation for the 
equivalency. The institution also provides a justification if it allows for fewer than the 
required number of semester credit hours or its equivalent unit of general education 
courses.  

• on assessment 
 
AAC&U 

• US reflects current AAC&U standards and recommendations for goal-oriented curricula that 
provide students with 'purposeful pathways' to the achievement of overarching learning goals; 
these 'purposeful pathways' are 'plans that provide students with multiple opportunities to put 
specific knowledge and skills to use; each such opportunity relates to and builds on the previous 
ones' (Purposeful Pathways: Helping Students Achieve Key Learning Outcomes). At UNCW, 
these learning goals are Critical Thinking, Inquiry, Second Language, Foundational Knowledge, 
Information Literacy, Diversity, Global Citizenship, Thoughtful Expression. 

• US has adapted many of the AAC&U's best practices, including, experiential learning, 
integrative learning, and competency-based requirements (writing, quantitative literacy, and 
information literacy). 

 
UNCW: 

• UNCW constructed University Studies, our general education program, according to our 
university's specific mission and learning goals. We articulated specific student learning 
outcomes that align with our mission and learning goals, thus building assessment directly into 
our extensive 4-yr program.  

• In accordance with current scholarly insights, UNCW has scaffolded its general education 
program with the major, effectively creating a vertical experience that extends throughout a 
student's undergraduate career. 

• The keystone features of University studies, called 'Foundations,' emphasize written 
communication and competency in a foreign language; lifetime wellness; and introductions to 
quantitative and information literacies. 



• University Studies' second structural layer, call'd 'Approaches and Perspectives,' offers students 
many benefits: curricular flexibility, often necessary because it allows students interested in 
professional programs to select specific science courses; opportunity to take courses in UNCW's 
marquee programs, including Marine Biology, Film Studies, and Creative Writing; and exposure 
to horizon-broadening intellectual experiences through coursework with an explicit global 
emphasis 

• While integrated into all majors, Univ Studies doesn't dictate specific course pathways, thereby 
remaining sensitive to students who change majors and/or develop add'l intellectual interests. 

• UNCW has customized many nat'l best practices to highlight our univ's mission and unique 
location. For instance, Thematic Clusters, our integrative learning component, include an option 
entitled "Coastal Health and Environment" and includes courses that focus specifically on the 
university's geographical singularity. Similarly, Explorations Beyond the Classroom, our 
experiential learning component that houses courses from the 100-400 level, features 
Explorations experiences within our region, allowing students to engage with and contribute to 
organizations and communities neighboring the University. 

• Univ Studies is the result of a 6 year revision process and thus represents a faculty-developed 
and implemented curriculum. The faculty's collective investment in Univ Studies is crucial, as 
this commitment is necessary for the successful and meaningful delivery of the curriculum. 

 

Matters in Need of Greater Clarification: 

lingering questions (many of these questions overlap with Ken's points): 

• Will this proposed 30 hour core still allow individual campuses to customize gen ed reqs, as 
the old CAA allowed for ‘upper level’ reqs? 

• What’s the logic behind identifying cores by anticipated major, and will this mean that we 
can’t req all transfers to complete the same gen ed-related courses by the time they 
graduate from UNCW? (And what about those students who change major?) 

• Will we still be able to req upper level components? 

• Why begin with a ‘check if off the list’ menu or module structure and then formulate 
outcomes when this approach reverses AAC&U recs? 

 

and from Ken: 

1. Is a program designed for qualified junior and senior high school students the best 
foundation for a (lower-division ?) general education core for a 4 year degree? 

2. The four General Education Core Pathways as proposed use a total of 20 specific courses 
in about 10 different disciplines; drama, dance, foreign languages, interdisciplinary 
humanities, music, philosophy, religion, anthropology, geography, political science, 
sociology, computer science, astronomy, physics, geology, or earth science in general are 
not mentioned.  General Education should be organized so that students have the 
opportunity to sample a greater diversity of human thought and insight into our inner and 
outer worlds. 



3. SACS requires a minimum of 30 hours of general education for a 4 year degree.  Not all of 
these Pathways guarantee that. 

4. There is no mention of lower-division and upper-division general education.  Exactly what 
components of a universities general education program are satisfied by a Pathways 
graduate? 

5. Consider instead having a single CAA General Education Core Curriculum Standard based 
upon either 44, or 41, or 38 hours with some flexibility in the number of hours required for 
each component.  See the spreadsheet for some suggestions. 

6. The goal after all is a more seamless transfer and recognition of credits and work whenever 
feasible. The flexibility of the ideas in 5 may be used to design a 38-44 hour core 
compatible with the 30 hour four General Education Core Pathways. 

A note of caution is in order.  In order to comply with CPP legislation 2011-145, it is required that 
the University and Community College systems develop articulation  of 30 hour college 
transferable course components for “qualified high school students.”   The question is to what 
extent this articulation serves as the total foundation of a general education program.   

 


